
Assembly lnstnKtions For The Pressure Treated Bighl>Hk Glider 

Tools Needed; 
Screwgun 
#2 Square Drive Bit 

Parts List: 
Seat Assembly (1) 
Back Assembly (1) 
Right Leg Assembly (1) 
Left Leg Assembly ( 1) 
Poot �emblies (2) 
1 x 4 Braces (2 ) 

Hardware: 
1/4" x 4-3/4" Bolts (3) 
1/4" X 2-3/4 .. Bolts-(4) 
1/4 ... x r &Its (ZJ 
1/4 .. x 1-3/4 .. Bolts (8) 
Z- lP,- Screws ( 10)
Glider Hangers (4)
Atlen Wrench (1)

Step 1 Fasten the back to the seat. Align the predrilled holes on the bottom of the back with the threaded 
inserts in the back of the seat. Put three 4-3/4 .. bolts down through the back & tum into the inserts in 
the seat with the Allerr wrench. NOTE:- Do not tnllytighten these bolts until' 8kp Z completed. 

Step 2 Take an ann assembly and align the predrilled holes in the legs with the threaded inserts in the side 
of the seat. Insert two 2-3/4 .. bolts and semi-tighten. Now align the predrilled hole on the back of the 
arm with the threaded insert on the side of the back assembly. Insert a 2 .. bolt and tighten with the 
Allen wrench. (The back assembly can be moved back & forth if the holes don't align properly). 
Attach the other arm �embly and tighten a:ll boltS'. 

Step 3 Now the frame that goes underneath the glider seat needs to be a�embled. Take the glider feet and 
set them on the floor. (The slight arch is on the botto� with the long flat edge being the top). Take 
the lx4 braces and attach them to the top edge of the blocks on the inside of the glider feet with the 
selfdrilling screws. The braces are fastened on the outside of the blocks. (See photo below). Pot two 
screws in each end of the lx4. (Extra screws are provided). Once base is assembled turn base so that 
metal inserts that are closest to front edges of glider feet are turned towatd the front. 

Step 4 Now attach the glider hangers to the leg assemblies. Put the hanger on the inside of the leg & align 
the hole in one end of the hanger with the threaded insert on the bottom of the leg assembly. Put a 1-
3/4" bolt through the glider hanger & tum into the insert in the leg. Tighten with the Allen wrench. 
Attach the other hangers the same way. 

Step 5 Set the glider on top of the frame. Now- align the other hole- in the glider hanger with the threaded 
insert on the top edge of the glider foot. Put another 1-3/4,. bolt through the glider hanger, turn into 
the insert & tighten with the Allen wrench. Attach the other hangers the same way. 


